Year | 2017
--- | ---
Business services | £16,720,700
Paper products | £2,066,845
Other manufactured products | £3,181,030
Manufactured fuels, chemicals and glasses | £1,248,553
Food and catering | £1,556,859
Construction | £2,121,940
Information and communication technologies | £3,962,105
Waste and water | £1,012,677
Medical and precision instruments | £4,074,968
Other procurement | £4,311,289
Unclassified | £647,690
Total | £40,904,656

Total classified spend | 98%
Total unclassified spend | 2%
Total classified emissions | 98%
Total unclassified emissions | 2%

Note: this report was produced for the University of Aberdeen by Advanced Procurement for Universities & Colleges (APUC) in January 2019.